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Panasonic hc-wxf991k 4k ultra hd camcorder

This product has special shipping time: 20 to 35 days(s) useful for shipping this product. Combining 4K UltraHD video recording with 4K camera clipping and editing tools, the Panasonic HC-WXF991K 4K Ultra HD Camcorder with Twin Camera provides simple and powerful operation to allow users of all levels to capture high-quality 4K UHD and Full HD
video. The video camera is packed with advanced features, including an HDR Movie mode to retain more highlight and information in the shadows, and a wireless multi-camera feature that lets you add and record up to two picture-in-photo videos feeds from mobile devices connected via Wi-Fi. This gives you the ability to capture multiple angles and views
simultaneously for a unique video experience. The camcorder features a 1/2.3 backslidden MOS (BSI) sensor with an effective 8.29 megapixel resolution that combines with a Crystal Engine 4K image processor to support 4K UHD video at 24/30 fps and 1080p video up to 60 fps. The camera is also able to make interpolated yet images of up to 25.9
megapixels, and also provides the ability to extract still photos directly from your 4K video frames using 4K Photo Mode. It also adds 4K editing tools that allow you to perform cutting, zooming, pan, control and stabilize your 4K footage in the camera. The edited video is stored at 1080p resolution. Optically, the camera uses a Leica Dicomar lens that provides
an optical zoom range of 20x and a 35mm focus length equivalent to 30.8mm. Increase Smart Zoom that will go up to 40x for Full HD and 25x for 4K recording. To keep the image vibration to oolittle, for firmer shooting, the HC-VX981K has the Panasonic HYBRID EIA+ Image Stabilization System, which combines optical and digital image stabilization to
provide 5-axle correction, which can be combined with Panasonic's shooting-level feature to produce clearer and more stable image, in handmade footage (without tripod). The video camera with Wi-Fi supports the Multi-Camera Wireless feature along with other features through the Panasonic Image App. These features include remote camera control, live
image monitoring and uploading files directly to social media sites. Once connected to your smartphone, you can even stream live video using USTREAM to share moments and events with your friends and family as they are recorded. In addition, there's a Baby Monitor feature that lets you use your smartphone to quickly check a sleeper baby in another
room when the video camera and mobile device to the same home network. Twin Camera The HC-W580K features a secondary articulation camera built into the edge of the LCD monitor, allowing you to log two corners simultaneously. Video from the secondary camera is recorded in a subwindow for picture-in-picture recording. The backup feature allows
you to simultaneously create images with and without sub-window of greater flexibility during mail a. The operation of the dual camera also features a telly mode that emphasizes the user's voice while recording-a-function that is particularly useful when the sub-camera fastens a close face of the user.  Sub camera specifications: Sensor 5.27 Megapixel, 1/4
MOS Lens 37.2mm (35mm equivalent), f/2.2 RecordingIt is required to use SD, SDHC or SDXC cards to record video (the card is not provided with the product and must be purchased as extra). Recording Media SD/SDHC/SDXC   Video Formato MP43840 x 2160p / 30 fps (72 Mbps)3840 x 2160p / 24 fps (72 Mbps)1920 x 1080p / 60 fps (50 Mbps)1920 x
1080p / 60 fps (28 Mbps)1920 x 1080p / 24 fps (50 Mbps)1280 x 720p / 30 fps (9 Mbps)AVCHD1920 x 1080p / 60 fps (28 Mbps)1920 x 1080i / 60 fps (24 Mbps)1920 x 1080i / 60 fps (17 Mbps)1920 x 1080i / 60 fps (13 Mbps)1920 x 1080i / 60 fps (5 Mbps)iFrame960 x 540p / 30 fps (28 Mbps) Resolução de Fotos JPEG: 25.9 Megapixel, 6784 x 3816
(16:9)JPEG: 14 Megapixel, 4992 x 2808 (16:9)JPEG: 2.1 Megapixel, 1920 x 1080 (16:9)JPEG: 20 Megapixel, 5472 x 3684 (3:2)JPEG : 10.6 Megapixel, 3984 x 2656 (3:2)JPEG: 2.0 Megapixel, 1728 x 1152 (3:2)JPEG: 20.4 Megapixel, 5216 x 3912 (4:3)JPEG: 10.9 Megapixel, 3808 x 2856 (4:3)JPEG: .3 Megapixel, 640 x 480 (4:3) Audio Format AACDolby
Digital 2chDolby Digital 5.1 Camcorder Panasonic H C-WXF991K 4K Ultra HD with Twin Camera Rechargeable Battery 1940mAh AC Adapter Micro-HDMI USB Cable Parasol Adapter HD Shoe Writer AE 5.3 (Download) Special Shipping Deadline: 20to 35 days(s) useful. Delivery time: The average shipping time of products purchased from our online store
is an average of 72 hours. throughout Brazil (from the release of credit and confirmation of stock), but this product has Special Delivery Time, which is why the deadline will be extended to the period provided above. Payment with Bank Slip: add up to 3 business days to the delivery time reported above in purchases with bank slip as this is the maximum
period stipulated by the bank to provide payment confirmation.  Delivery times The courier delivery service runs from Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 pm. It is imperative that someone is available to receive the goods at the requested address delivery security to avoid loss and ensure delivery is made correctly, the order only deixado no endereço solicitado
mediant an assinatura de quem recebê-lo. Todas as mercadorias transportadas são embaladas manual embalagens desenvolvidas com a função de preenchimento de espaços e absorção de impactos, para que seu produto chegue em perfeitas condições de uso em seu endereço. Wi-FiCom Wi-Fi(5)Custo does freteGratis(28)PagamentoSem
juros(35)CondiçãoNovo(19)Usado(81)LocalizaçãoSão Paulo(35)Minas Gerais(1 Rio de Janeiro (17)Paraná(8)Rio Grande do Sul(7)Santa Catarina(5)Mato Grosso(3)Bahia(3)Goiás(3)Ver todosPreçoAté R$200(31)R$200 A R$950(36)Mais de R$950(33)Outras característicasÉ à prova d'água(2)Detalhes does anúncioMelhores vendedores (5)Outra Pessoas
pesquisaramGo ProGoProCâmera GoProFilmadora profissionalFilmadora SonyGoPro Hero 5GoPro Hero 7 BlackO frete grátis está sujeito ao peso, preço e distância do envio. Last updated on July 10, 2020 Check Price Theater Like Effects Feature of Panasonic 4K Camcorder HC-WXF991 Panasonic HC-WXF991K Review At the CES event in 2016,
Panasonic unveiled a series of 4K consumer camcorder models - their first. For this year's event, they showcased updates to those models and one of them was the HC-WXF991K replacing the WX970. New features of the model include a tiltable electronic viewer, 24p absorption, slow-motion effects and dolly-zoom effects. Features remaining include Twin
Video Camera and the rotating camera on the LCD door providing second HD feed for picture-in photo video. Panasonic also added 4K Cropping, which allows users to extract a severed area of an HD video. The Panasonic HC-WXF991K offers 4K Ultra HD video recording as well as in-camera editing and creative effects. Along with wireless multi-camera
functionality, the camera allows users to capture different angles and viewpoints at once. All this combined makes for a unique video experience, but is Panasonic's camcorder worth the shot? Design and features The HC-WXF991K from Panasonic comes with a variety of features, including: Twin Camera This is a secondary camera that is built into the edge
of the LCD monitor. What it does is provide 270-degree panning as well as +/- 20-degree tilt to enable users to log two corners at the same time. The video recorded in the secondary camera appears in a sub-window for picture-in-picture recording. The secondary camera's narration mode allows the voice of the user to be emphasized during a recording.
Wireless multi-camera While allowing users to simultaneously record from different angles, the HC-WXF991K also has another wonderful feature: wireless multi-camera. This feature expands on the picture-in-photo recording hosted by the Twin Camera feature and what it does allows up to three mobile devices to connect over WiFi to the camera and use
two of them to take up picture-in-picture images. This is gives users more creativity about how they can shoot videos and make moments. In short, this feature makes it easier for users to capture multiple angles and viewpoints simultaneously. In-camera editing Panasonic's HC-WXF991K has a set of built-in editing tools that allow users to harvest 4K video
as well as add multiple effects such as panning, stabilization, tracking and zooming. The videos trimmed from 4K will be stored at 1080p resolution. 4K Photo Mode This feature allows users to pause a video at a certain moment and extract 4K images from those frames. Video effects The HC-WXF991K from Panasonic comes with a variety of cinema-like
effects that allow users to mimic shooting techniques seen in films. These effects include slow motion video, slow and fast video, slow zoom, and Dolly Zoom. High dynamic range movie mode It comes in handy when a topic is back-lit as the HDR Movie mode is able to maintain the rating in the images. HDR works by combining two images that have been
taken using different exposure times. The blown highlights are suppressed and the shadows are blocked creating videos that are brighter and clearer. Tilt Electronic Viewfinder A tilt EVF comes in handy during bright daylight. Customizing the 0.24 screen offers users a more comfortable survey. 5-Adhesing HYBRID O.I.S+ This prevents blurring and jitters in
videos when users are not using a tripod or any other kind of stabilizer. This feature stabilizes on the five axes: pan, roll and tilt as well as horizontal and vertical directions. Level lap function When there is tilt in images, this feature automatically corrects it. Three options are provided: OFF, Normal or Strong. The choice users make will depend on the shooting
conditions they are in. WiFi Capabilities By using WiFi, users can remotely control the camera using their smartphones or tablets, as long as the Panasonic mobile app is installed. Users can live stream video using USTREAM so they can share moments if they happen to friends and family. WiFi also allows users to easily share recorded videos. Pros &amp;
Cons It is always best to gain the good weight with the bad before making any major purchase. While the HC-WXF991K looks impressive from a feature standpoint, it certainly has some errors. You'll find a list of the camera's most impressive features as well as its not-so-good side. Knowing this will allow you to determine if the camera is the right one for you
or not. Pros Very Good Video Quality Capture Video from Different Angle Offers 5 Axle Image Stabilization Provides In-Camera Editing and Cinema-Like Effects Cons Background Noise Can Be Heard When Recording in a Room color is not faithfully rendered when shooting in low-light conditions (purple becomes blue) Images become blurry when using the
maximum zoom level What is the difference between between and WXF990? Nie baie nie. Touched is part of Panasonic's 4K Ultra HD Camcorder series. Hulle the albei 'n integral Leica Dicomar 20x optionse buzz lens, 5-axis baster options stabilization, 4K Teater in-rooma redigere, in-rooma downsampling vir 1080p Full HD displays, 4K photo still of video
rame, and ingeboude Wi-Fi skakels, among others. A skerp verskil is that prys point. Final goodbyes overall, that Panasonic HC-WXF991K is a jewel of a kamera. Benewens that fact that hulle 4K video can ski, this offers users kreatiewe and editing solutions in that kamera what that skepping of more professional image moontlik make. Panasonic HC-
WXF991 4K test1 Panasonic HC-WXF991 - Test 3 Sensor 1x 18.91 Megapixel 1/2.3″  MOS Sensor Backside Illumination Yes Pixel Gross 18,910,000 Effective Pixels 8,300,000 @ Video 16:9 6,100,000 @ Video 16:9 8,300,000 @ Photo 16:9 7,000,000 @ Photo 3:2 6,200,000 @ Photo 4:3 Focal Length 4.08 – 81.6 mm 35mm Equivalent Focal Length 30.8 –
626 @ Aspect Ratio: 16:9 4K 37 – 752 @ Aspect Ratio: 16:9 Full HD 30.8 – 626 @ Aspect Ratio: 16:9 34.5 – 690.3 @ Aspect Ratio: 3:2 Photo 37.6 – 752.8 @ Aspect Ratio: 4:3 Photo Maximum Aperture f/ 1.8 – f/ 3.6 Zoom Optical: 20x Intelligent: 25x 4K Intelligent: 40x (in HD) Digital: 60x Digital: 1500x Filter Size 49 mm System NTSC Recording Media
SD/SDHC/SDXC Video Format MP4 3840 x 2160p / 30 fps (72 Mbps) 3840 x 2160p / 24 fps (72 Mbps) 1920 x 1080p / 60 fps (50 Mbps) 1920 x 1080p / 60 fps (28 Mbps) 1920 x 1080p / 24 fps (50 Mbps) 1280 x 720p / 30 fps (9 Mbps) AVCHD 1920 x 1080p / 60 fps (28 Mbps) 1920 x 1080i / 60 fps (24 Mbps) 1920 x 1080i / 60 fps (17 Mbps) 1920 x 1080i / 60
fps (13 Mbps) 1920 x 1080i / 60 fps (5 Mbps) iFrame 960 x 540p / 30 fps (28 Mbps) Still Image Resolution JPEG: 25.9 Megapixel, 6784 x 3816 (16:9) JPEG: 14 Megapixel, 4992 x 2808 (16:9) JPEG: 2.1 Megapixel, 1920 x 1080 (16:9) JPEG: 20 Megapixel, 5472 x 3684 (3:2) JPEG: 10.6 Megapixel, 3984 x 2656 (3:2) JPEG: 2.0 Megapixel, 1728 x 1152 (3:2)
JPEG: 20.4 Megapixel, 5216 x 3912 (4:3) JPEG: 10.9 Megapixel, 3808 x 2856 (4:3) JPEG: .3 Megapixel, 640 x 480 (4:3) Audio Format AAC Dolby Digital 2ch Dolby Digital 5.1 Display Type LCD Touchscreen Yes Screen Size 3″ Pixel Count 460,800 Display Type Viewfinder Screen Size .24″ Pixel Count 1,555,200 Shutter Speed 1/24-1/8000 sec Image
Stabilization Optical &amp; Digital Scene Modes Preset : Yes Lux 1400 (Standard Verligting) 2 (Lae lie off stage) 1 (Nag off, color) 0 (nag off) White Balance modes Car Cloudy Personlike Dayly Indoors 1 Indoors 2 Kreatiewe Effekte Ja Ingeboude Mikrophone Ja Ingeboude Speaker Ja Ingeboude Lig / Flash Lig - Yes Flash - No Wi-Fi Yes, 802.11b / g / n
Passing Skoen 1x Koue Tripod Mountain 1/4 - 20 Uitsette 1x HDMI D (Mikro) 1x A / V 1x USB 2.0 Mikrophone Insette Ja EarPhone Jack Yes Battery Battery pack batteries, 3.6 VDC, 1940 mAh, Providing up to 1 hours per load method AC Adapter USB Power Adapter 5 VDC Power Consumption Survey: 7.8 W Load: 7.7 W Dimensions (WxHxD) 2.7 x 3.1 x
6.4/68.0 x 78.0 x 163.0 mm Weight 14.22 oz /403 g Package Weight 1.95 lb Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 8.9 x 5.9 x 4.1 Unboxing the Panasonic HC WXF991 Video Camera SaleBestseller No. 1 Panasonic LUMIX FZ80 4K Digital Camera,... Point and Shoot Long Zoom Camera: 18.1... High resolution watch finder &amp; LCD... 4K video recording: 4K QFHD
video... Low light performance: Low light capture... Bestseller No. 2 Panasonic 4K theater-like video camera... Ultra sharp 4K ultra HD recording, plus... Electronic Viewfinder EVF mimics a... Leica Decoma Lens Optical 20x Zoom, 5... Built in Twin Camera, plus Wi Fi mobile... Bestseller No. 3 Panasonic LUMIX G85 4K Digital Camera,... Fine detail
performance: 16 megapixel... Mirrorless interchangeable lens camera:... Class leading dual image stabilization:... Live Viewfinder &amp;; Flip LCD Display:... Secondary Review Panasonic HC-WXF991K Review If You're Looking for a Camcorder That Records and Plays Back 4K Ultra HD Video at 24/30fps, You Won't Go Wrong With a Panasonic HC-
WXF991K 4K Ultra HD Camcorder. Did we mention that this is a twin camera and wireless multi-camera? It is because of these features that the Panasonic WXF991 is considered the best of the hand-held 4K video recording. As prosumer camcorders go, this baby packs some great features that are not found from its predecessors. Design and features
these days, most camcorders are about small sizes that are packed with snazzy capabilities. The Panasonic HC-WXF991K 4K Ultra HD Camcorder distinguishes itself by adding a few inches in its dimensions in order to accommodate a ton of features. It is larger than the Panasonic HC-WX970K 4K Ultra-HD Camcorder, but smaller than Sony FDR-AX53 4K
Ultra HD Handycam, at 2.7 x 3.1 x 6.4/68.0 x 78.0 x 163.0 mm. It features a 1/2.3-inch rear-lit MOS sensor with an effective resolution of 8.29mp. Combined with Crystal Engine 4K image processor, the camcorder can support 1080p video up to 60FPS and 4K UHD video at 24/30FPS. It comes with an HDR movie mode, in-camera 4K editing tools, and built-
in theater like effects. The editing tools allow you to harvest, zoom, pan, stabilize, and track 4K footage. All edited videos will be stored in 1080p resolution. The 20x optical zoom range provided by the Leica Dicomar lens gets a boost from the intelligent zoom range of up to 25x for 4K recording and up to 40x for Full HD. The same lens provides the
camcorder a 35mm equivalent focus length 30.8 mm on the wide side. The Panasonic HC-WXF991K 4K Ultra HD Camcorder comes with a secondary camera built into the edge of the 3-inch LCD monitor, giving you twin cameras for the of one. You can use this camera for ±20° ±20° for recording two corners at the same time, and 270° panning. It boasts a
5.27MP, 1/4 MOS sensor, 37.2mm (35mm equivalent) and f/2.2 lens. Still unhappy with 2 cameras? The HC-WXF991K also has a wireless multi-camera feature that expands the picture-in-photo recording of the twin camera. You can easily capture multiple angles and viewpoints simultaneously using up to three mobile devices associated with a camcorder
over Wi-Fi, and using two out of the three devices for recording. If you want to capture details every precious moment up to the minute, you can record the entire event and then use the 4K photo mode to extract more images. Just play the video, pause and then get pictures of 4K video frames. This will give you photos at 8.9mp. But how can the Panasonic
HC-WXF991K 4K Ultra HD Camcorder provide cinema-like effects? You can choose from different settings that simulate shooting techniques used in movies. These include Slow Zoom, Slow Motion Video, Slow &amp;amp; Quick Video, and Dolly Zoom. Along with the high dynamic range (HDR) movie mode, you can capture videos and still that are crisis
and clearer. The tilt electronic viewer (EVF), on the other hand, allows you to see an object or subject in bright light. For more comfortable recording, slide or tilt the EVF. Other features of the Panasonic HC-WXF991K 4K Ultra HD Camcorder are the 5-Axle HYBRID O.I.S.+, level shot function and Wi-Fi functionality. Pros and Cons Pros- produce high quality
4K images Better, more capable manual controls Returning the EVF New slow-motion modes are added Excellent built-in microphone with provisions to connect a blender drawbacks missing a lens control ring Not the most affordable pro Camcorder Still not a full camera hybrid Battery life should require improvement a 4K TV or computer monitor for better
playback viewing Final Thoughts The Panasonic HC-WXF991K 4K Ultra HD Camcorder can't be perfect, but it's much better than its predecessors. It's also a better choice than a Sony FDR-AX53. Technical species aside, the camcorder supports portability and easy handling. Given its price point, this camcorder is a great buy. Still, you might want to ask
yourself if you need all those features when all you'll use the camera is to show and record. Hm-970 Overview (outdoor manufacturing) Quick Specs 4K 3840 x 2160/25p HD 1920 x 1080/50p Has a second camera so you can record yourself Wifi enabled with live streaming Latest 4k sensor from Panasonic. Panasonic HC-WX970 4K Camera Review First
announced at CES 2015, the Panasonic HC-WX970 is one of two 4K camcorders released for consumers. The other camcorder is the similar panasonic HC-WX870. Panasonic has been deploying 4K UHD for targeted for high-end camera users since 2014 - Luimix FZ1000, GH4 and LX100. With the of both those HC-WX970 and those HC-WX870,
Panasonic Panasonic has entries for 4K devices, especially for the consumer recorder market. Panasonic HC-WX970 4K Ultra HD Camcorder with built-in Twin Video Camera Unboxing While the two cameras are aimed at regular users, Panasonic believes they are sophisticated enough to cater to the needs of professional users. The HC-WX970 also
comes with a Twin Camera feature, which is a secondary camera placed in the flip-out LCD. It can be used to shoot picture-in-picture, selfies and a whole lot more. For example, you could be at a football game with the game that everyone is tied up and all that's needed is a touchdown so your home side can walk away with a win. If you are filming this
historic moment, you can also film your response. Another example the feature is good for is interviewing where you can film you and your topic together. Now, it's not exactly a new idea, but the one that Panasonic has allowed you to pan and tilt. Features and capabilities The Panasonic HC-WX970 4K camera is able to shoot 4K video at 50p, as well as high
dynamic range (HDR) capabilities. The HDR video capability works just like in photo where two videos are filmed using different exposure. These images are then combined to produce a better search 60p video. Although it provides hdR capability, this feature only works in Full HD mode. Anyone who has ever played with 4K knows just what life is like the
captive moment. And with the HC-WX970, Panasonic gives you what's called a 4K photo mode where you can grab a high quality 8-megapixel still from a 4K frame. Fast and accurate automocue is also offered by the HC-WX970 4K camcorder thanks to its 4K sensor, as well as minimal handshake owed to a hybrid optical image stabilization system with 5-
axle correction. Rolling shutter distortion is also reduced with the camera and is credited to the 4K sensor and high-speed signal processing ]Panasonic also teamed up with Leica to create a new lens for their 4K camcorders. This way, the cameras remain compact even when using a zoom up to 20x. The new lens also allows a more accurate autococus.
Panasonic HC-WX970 Test footage Actual shooting 4K Video of Panasonic 4K Camcorders One of the biggest differences between the cameras is that the Panasonic HC-WX870 does not have the Twin Camera feature present. However, it is possible to mimic the same output. All you need is a smartphone that you connect to the camcorder by WiFi. Other
notable features: Baby calendar/Stop-Motion Animation Help Set the name and birthday of your baby thumbnail to display from recorded scenes around the date. This makes it easier to find relevant images. Creative control built-in filter effects allows you to customize video recordings to shooting situation. Full-HD Slow Video The HC-WX970 may record
Full-HD video at 120 fps, but a more dramatic slow motion effect could be by Crystal Engine's Intelligent Frame Creation. Shallow shot function automatically detects and corrects tilt in images. 5-AdhesorICS EIA Decreases fading into videos when shooting using your hands or when not using a tripod or any kind of stabilizer. Multi-Tutorial Switch controls
various in-camera features such as Focus, White Balance, Shutter Speed, Iris, Sharpness, Color Saturation and Brightness. Panasonic 4K theater-like video camera... Ultra sharp 4K ultra HD recording, plus... Electronic Viewfinder EVF mimics a... Leica Decoma Lens Optical 20x Zoom, 5... Built in Twin Camera, plus Wi Fi mobile... Save Save
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